Abstract-Illumination variation has been a challenging problem for face recognition in robot vision. To reduce the effect caused by illumination variation, a lot of studies have been explored. The Total Variation (TV) method is particular used to factorize images into a low frequency component and a high frequency one. However, the low frequency component still contains significant intrinsic features resulting in failure in face recognition in some cases. In this paper, we propose to further extract illumination invariant features from face images under uncontrolled varying lighting conditions. The Nonsampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT) method is employed to enhance the extraction of intrinsic feature. The combined factorization model is very effective in the experiment on the Yale database.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent robot is considered as the partner of human beings rather than a machine. With the development of technologies, robots will increasingly undertake more tasks that only human beings are able to do nowadays. In the future, robots will be able to interact closely with humans in their daily lives in many applications such as health-care, cursing and entertainment etc. Robots can identify human by looking at their faces through their vision-based systems such as cameras. One of the critical tasks for mobile robots is to identify an individual person who it interacts with in the real world.
During last a few decades, face recognition has gained significant attention from researchers [1, 22, 23] . In spite of successes of those methods in some applications, the existing algorithms still face challenges from illumination variations caused by uncontrolled lighting conditions. Illumination variation is still one of the most challenging problems in face recognition, especially for appearance-based methods [24] . This is particular challenging for mobile robots, since it is not easy for robots to control lighting conditions of its surrounding environment by itself. To recognize a face, the query faces are compared with the known face database for "best matching". Usually face features are extracted to facilitate the matching procedure. Face recognition effect can be significantly reduced since face images of the same identity appear different under different illumination [7] . The straightforward solution to this problem is to normalize illumination variation to a canonical lighting condition.
To estimate illumination and reflectance from a single image is an ill-posed problem [9] , so it is nontrivial to decouple reflectance component and illumination component from an image I. Land et al. [2] proposed a Retinex model for estimating these two components. In their method, the reflectance component R is regarded as the ratio of the input image I to the low-pass part L and illumination part is estimated as the smoothed version of image I. The reflectance component represents the intrinsic feature of the subject, which is invariant to illumination condition. Therefore, illumination variations mainly affect the low frequency component with low-frequency [6] rather than high frequency features such edges, line features etc. However, the low frequency features of a face can still be recognizable though with a much low recognition [11] . It suggested that both high frequency and large scale components could play parts in face recognition and synthesis, so the illumination part with large scale features still remains some valuable intrinsic features.
Thus, the key problem becomes how to effectively extract the illumination component from a single image but remove identification features as much as possible.
In this paper, we propose a method to tackle the illumination variation problem to enhance the possible of face recognition for robots. The proposed method combining Total Variation model [8] and Nonsampled Contourlet Transform [18] , which intends to effectively extract intrinsic features from a given image along with removing noises and halo effect.
A variety of methods have been proposed with the intention to solve the illumination problem in face recognition. Illumination variations are caused mainly by 3D geometric face shapes when lighting come from different directions. Some 3D model assisted methods have been proposed for face recognition [19, 20] . Basri et al. [21] proposed that a set of all reflectance functions obtained from Lambertian objects under various lighting conditions can be used to approximate a 9D linear subspace. It shows that algorithms can be developed for face recognition based on this assumption. But this method requires a number of images of the object under different lighting conditions for the training purpose. Weiss [4] presented a method using maximum likelihood to estimate the reflectance component. Wang et al. [13] proposed a selfquotient image (SQI) method for illumination normalization by the division over a smoothed version of the input image itself. Though this method is effective for single image and easy to implementation, it suffers from noises and halo effects in the step regions.
Zhang et al. [5] proposed a multi-scale image decomposition method using the wavelet analysis in the logarithmic domain. Their method has the capability of edgepreserving in low frequency domain but cannot effectively decouple geometric information due to its weak ability in directionality. Xie et al. [14] proposed to use Nonsubsanpled Contourlet Transform in the logarithm domain to extract illumination invariant facial features from a single image for face recognition. Their method assumed that in the logarithm domain the low-pass subband of a face image along with the low frequency part of strong edges could be considered as the illumination component, whereas the weak edges and the high frequency part of strong edges could be regarded as the reflectance component. The Total Variation model is popularly used in image decomposition [3, 8, 17] . TV model is able to maintain the feature edges through penalizing small variations during the minimization procedure.
II. METHODOLOGY
According to the Lambertian theory, the intensity of a 2D face surface I can be described as
where R represents the reflectance component determined by the surface material, so it can be regarded as illuminationinvariant features. And L is the illumination component, so it represents the lighting condition on the surface. And the operator stands for pixel by pixel operation.
The above equation becomes an additive form if Logarithm transform is applied [3, 15] :
Logarithm transform is well used in recent years, especially in image enhancement. By applying logarithm transform, the Lambertian equation can be converted from multiplicative form to an additive one, which makes it convenient to apply image processing algorithms. The logarithm transform does not affect the intrinsic structure of the image.
A. Total Variation Decomposition
The core of illumination normalization of a face image becomes finding an effective way for estimating these two components R and L. Chen et al. [8] developed a Logarithmic Total Variation (TV) model to decompose an image in to high frequency and low frequency components. The advantage of TV model is that it can preserve sharp feature edges of a face image due to the piecewise smooth regularization property of the TV norm. It factorizes an input image into low frequency part u and high frequency part v representing as illuminationdependent component and illumination-invariant component respectively. The illumination-dependent component u can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem:
Where f is the input image, λ is a scalar as a threshold on scale. And ∫ ∇ | | u is the total variation (TV) of the unknown component u. The parameter selection for TV model is straightforward and remains as one of the main advantages of the TV model [8] . However, as a unique parameter for the equation, λ has a very high influence on the convergence and result of the above optimization. Since λ is in inverse proportion to the scale of the faces, low λ value results in larger face scale. Though through adjusting the value of λ , images can be decomposed into different scales, the u component still contains substantial information of the face features (Fig. 1) . It usually contains enough facial profile features that can be recognized.
B. Fuse edges from Nonsampled Contourlet Transform
NSCT is developed by combining the nonsubsampled pyramid structure and the nonsubsampled directional filter bank structure. It can distinguish strong edges, weak edges and noises through factorizing signal into different frequency subbands. NSCT is a fully shift-invariant, multidirection and multi-scale transform, so it can capture geometrical structures of a face image. Through applying NSCT on the low frequency component, it is expected to further factorize intrinsic facial features and remained illumination.
Let the input signal in the j-th level be j u . After applying high-pass filter u . This can be described as follows:
Where ⊗ is a convolution operator, which can be formulated as:
is the compactly supported function and ' m is a sampling matrix ( The reconstruction of NSCT is an inverse procedure of decomposition, which can be formulated as the following equations: In this paper, the Nonsampled Contourlet Transform (NSCT) method is applied to extract residual intrinsic features from the low frequency component. Specifically, the residual high frequency information, which mainly contains edge information of the face image, is further extracted from the u component from TV decomposition. It is then fused with the high frequency part v from TV model. Since direct fusing the intrinsic features from TV model with the residual high frequency part from NSCT model can be problematic, so we adopt a weighting parameter to control the second part .The fused facial features can be generated using the following equation: model and α a weighting parameter. In the paper, we set 7 . 0 = α for all experiments. Fig. 2 shows an example of TV decomposition and feature fusion results.
In the following, we will show how to use the image factorization to compensate face illumination. According to the reflectance model proposed by Chen et al. [8] , an image I can be decomposed as follows:
Where l R denotes the albedos low frequency skin areas and background. Through solving the above equation, we can obtain S which contains extrinsic illumination and larger intrinsic structures. This larger intrinsic structure in S is defined compared with the smaller intrinsic structure ρ . The variation of image I under new illumination can be described as: Since the objective is to compensate the illumination of a target image from the reference face image. During the illumination transfer, the frequency decomposition algorithm is applied to both face images. For the reference image, we want to keep the illumination but remove intrinsic facial features, whereas for the target image, we want to extract the intrinsic facial features. In this context, we assume (8) can still be valid when apply to the high frequency component.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed method has been tested on the Extended Yale Face Database B [16, 25] , which provides different identities and lighting conditions. The extended Yale Face Database B consists of 38 human subjects, each with 64 illumination conditions. There are total 2414 images, since some images in the cropped imaged database labeled as "bad". These"bad" images have not been used for training or testing. All face images for the recognition experiment have been cropped into Fig. 3 . Illumination compensation example for Extended Yale Face Database B. Top row: the reference face image. Both middle row and bottom row are target identities in which column one is the raw face image, column two compensated using TV-NSCT and column three compensated using TV. 192 x 168 pixels, which contain the majority of face region. The method was tested in two experiments. In the first experiment, we compare our method TV-NSCT with the TV method for face recognition on the Extended Yale Face database B. In the second experiment, we tried to normalize face illumination using the proposed method on the Extended Yale Face Database B without cropping the face region.
A. Experiment one
The method is able to compensate illumination of the target face from the source image. We have applied the illumination compensation algorithm to both grayscale and RGB images on two databases. This is rather visual compensation for face images with no recognition test involved. Fig. 3 gives illustration of illumination compensation on the Extended Yale Face Database B. We have manually labeled 76 landmarks on faces of Yale Face Database B. These landmarks are used as feature points to align the reference face and the target face for the purpose of accuracy. It shows that the TV-NSCT method can extract stronger facial features, eg. features around eyes and mouth areas. This is because the redundant feature information from the reference face image carried in the compensating illumination of the low frequency component. The result of TV shows uneven illumination changes on the face as shown on row 2 Fig. 3 . And important features such eyes get blurred as well.
B. Experiment two
In this experiment, we compare our method with the TV method for face recognition under various illumination conditions. Since we concern the illumination influence, so only face images in front view with various illumination conditions were used in these databases. In recognition, the image pixel values of the invariant features were used to feed the SVM classifier. Fig. 4 shows examples of one identity with various lighting conditions the illumination invariant features. We compare our method with the TV method for recognition. In our experiments, 6 . 0 = λ for all TV factorization and threelevel NSCT decomposition was applied.
The Extended Yale Database B are divided into 5 subsets (subset 1 to 5) in terms of the angles between the light source direction and the camera axis, but we only tested the front view face images in this paper. Since the cropped face images from the Extended Yale Database B have already been aligned, no further processing was conducted before applying the TV-NSCT method. One subset face images was used as the training set and the rest were used as the testing set. Fig. 5 demonstrates some examples of illumination invariant feature extraction from the Extended Yale B Database. The experiment showed that the TV-NSCT has a better performance than the TV method (see table 1 ). The average recognition rate for TV method is 95.87% and 99.36% for our method when using 8 random images per identity as training samples. Each identity shows face images under various illumination conditions. For each block, top row is the raw face images; middle row is the small scale using TV method; bottom row is the result using TV-NSCT method.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
An illumination invariant feature extraction scheme has been proposed in this paper. NSCT was combined to further extract face features in multiscale level. This technique performed the factorization on both parts (large and small) of the TV decomposition. Useful information remained in the low frequency component from TV can be further extracted through discarding the redundant frequency part during the reconstruction of NSCT. Experiments have shown that the proposed method has achieved a better result than the TV method. An image-based illumination compensation approach has been presented using single face image as the reference.
In future, we will improve the combination weighting scheme, which can dynamically parameterize the weighting based on statistical analysis. We will apply the method to wild face images combining face detection and pose estimation algorithms etc. for automatic face recognition.
